Within this paper, we present a novel, straightforward progressive encoding scheme for general triangle soups, which is particularly well-suited for mobile and Web-based environments due to its minimal requirements on the client's hardware and software. Our rapid encoding method uses a hierarchy of quantization to effectively reorder the original primitive data into several nested levels of detail. The resulting stateless buffer can progressively be transferred as-is to the GPU, where clustering is efficiently performed in parallel during rendering. We combine our approach with a crack-free mesh partitioning scheme to obtain a straightforward method for fast streaming and basic view-dependent LOD control.
Introduction
3D Web applications have gained much attention within the past few years. The advent of the first WebGL specification enabled a direct integration of hardware-accelerated 3D graphics into standard Web pages without the need for any specific plug-ins, and it resulted in a wide variety of new browser-based 3D graphics APIs [BEJZ09, DBPGS10] . Despite this trend towards high-performance 3D graphics on the Web, the fast and progressive transmission of 3D meshes within Web applications still remains a challenging problem. This might seem surprising, as there has been much work dedicated to the development of Progressive Mesh (PM) compression methods within the past decade, and beyond [PKJK05] . We think that there are several reasons for the fact that such formats have not yet been widely used in the context of 3D Web applications:
• Almost all of the existing PM methods optimize for RateDistortion (R-D) performance. However, this aim does not address the crucial tradeoff between compression ratio and decode time, which has only been mentioned in a few pioneering PM publications [Hop98, PR00] and the very latest results from the Web3D community [LCD13].
• Many existing PM methods make assumptions about the topology of the input mesh, for example that it is a manifold [AD01] . In contrast, a general format must be able to handle any kind of input mesh.
• Fast encoding is generally not considered a prior aim at all. Nevertheless, this aspect can become important in some 3D Web scenarios, for example in the context of 3D model community platforms, where servers quickly prepare new assets for transmission and online presentation.
As a consequence of all these points, common Web3D data formats have rather small compression ratios compared to PM methods, but keep encode time and especially decode times as small as possible [LCL10, BJFS12, Chu12] . This ensures an interactive user experience, and it is usually a good choice as long as the available bandwidth is not absolutely minimal (i.e., only a few MBits per second), which would justify advanced compression methods. Because of all these reasons, we argue that a progressive mesh transmission format for the Web must take into account different requirements than past PM algorithms. Those claims are also supported by latest research results from the Web3D community [LCD13, LWS * 13].
Within this paper, we present a novel mesh encoding method which can be performed at interactive rates and is able to handle arbitrary triangle soups. It enables fast progressive transmission and basic Level-Of-Detail (LOD) features. We first introduce our algorithm and provide a brief discussion on the geometric properties of the intermediate representations. We then present a mesh partitioning scheme which avoids cracks between partitions with differing resolutions, and we discuss several important aspects like encoding time, rendering performance and memory consumption.
The key aspect of our method is a novel, stateless storage structure, which can be progressively transmitted to the client's GPU. This structure, called the Progressively Ordered Primitive (POP) buffer, provides an interlaced transmission of the input model's triangle data, comparable to the progressive Adam7 algorithm used by PNG images on the Web. While our method does not include sophisticated compression capabilities, it is very well-aligned to GPU structures and introduces zero CPU-based decode steps on the client side. This is especially crucial if devices require their precious CPU power for other tasks, or if they are simply technically limited in this domain. The approach is therefore particularly well-suited for Web-based environments and mobile clients.
Related Work
Quantization and Adaptive Precision. To compress mesh geometry for both, transmission and storage, many approaches employ quantization of vertex positions, as proposed in the pioneering work of Deering [Dee95] . While more sophisticated methods like quantization of spectral coefficients are clearly of superior quality [BCG05] , uniform quantization in cartesian space is still the most popular approach in practice [JPP08] -likely because it is fast and simple. In the following, we will use the term quantization as a synonym for this quantization method.
Chow [Cho97] observed that integer quantization is similar to snapping vertex positions to a regular grid. He computes the error based on the granularity of a region. However, quantization is simply considered a static pre-processing step. 
The POP Buffer
The method proposed within this paper builds on the most widely used geometry representation in modern rendering pipelines, which consists of index buffers and vertex buffers [SNB07] . Within this section, we describe how nesting and reordering of triangle data is realized within the Figure 2 : Switching the grid resolution. Triangles marked in red become degenerate at the lower level and can thus be sorted out. Note that the grids are nested, so that degenerate triangles never reappear at lower levels or, conversely, triangles never degenerate at higher levels.
stateless Vertex Buffer Objects (VBOs), and how the proposed reordering scheme realizes a straightforward structure for progressive streaming and basic LOD control.
Clustering
We assume each 3D model is given as a triangle mesh, with n vertex positions {v i }, with index i < n, and tri-
We start to obtain different LOD representations by computing an axis-aligned bounding box, represented by the minimal and maximal corner b min , bmax ∈ R 3 , for the input mesh. Given a maximal number of bits q for the quantization, we transform this box to a uniform grid in R 3 with integer grid points in {0, 1, . . . , 2 q − 1} for each coordinate, i.e. the integer lattice
To map the original shape to the grid of integer coordinates, we apply the following transformation to each vertex coordinate
where c denotes the index of coordinate direction. We note that all w ic are integers in the range {0, 1, . . . , 2 q − 1}, as desired.
Let the quantization level be denoted l ≤ q. Our main idea for vertex clustering is to only use the l most significant bits of w ic , which corresponds to using a reduced uniform grid with integers in the range {0, 1, . . . , 2 l − 1}. We employ a truncation function τ l (n) = n/2 q−l · 2 q−l , extracting the l most significant bits from a positive integer value n, which can also be implemented using simple bit operations. Based on the truncated integers, the inverse of the bounding box transformation becomes
Using the truncation function, we are able to easily modify the uniform grid resolution in both directions: truncating one bit less than before is equal to doubling the grid resolution, and vice versa. We can therefore refer to these two operations as cell merge and cell split, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Nesting
We make the following observations: if two points in space p, q are mapped to identical points at level l they necessarily share the same l most significant bits. Consequently, they also have the same k < l most significant bits and are also mapped to the same point for all levels k ≤ l . Conversely, if they are mapped to different points for a level l , they differ in their l most significant bits -and are mapped to different points for all levels k ≥ l .
This observation can be extended to edges and triangles. If the two endpoints of an edge in the triangulation are mapped to the same grid point, the edge is degenerate. If this happens at level l , then this is true for all levels k ≤ l ; conversely, if the edge has non-zero length at level l , this is true for all levels k ≥ l .
A triangle becomes degenerate once one of its edges is degenerate. For each triangle with index t, we denote the smallest level at which it becomes non-degenerate lt . Since each triangle is degenerate for all levels k < lt , and nondegenerate for all levels k ≥ lt , the levels lt form equivalence classes over the set of triangles. Elements in a class form a set Q l = {t | l = lt }. The nesting property makes identifying the non-degenerate triangles required at a certain level l particularly easy: ∪ k≤l Q k .
Reordering
We call the level lt for triangle t the popup level as, intuitively, the triangle appears at this level as the model is refined. Now we sort the triangles according to their popup levels. This results in one reordered sequence of the original triangles, which we call the Progressively Ordered Primitive (POP) buffer.
Discrete sorting can be efficiently performed in O(n) operations (where n is the number of triangles), exploiting that the maximum number of equivalence classes is q. The whole sorting procedure simply reduces to creating containers for each level k ≤ q and then concatenating the containers. Fig. 3 illustrates the POP buffer and compares it to the approach of Sander and Mitchell [SM05] , where several static LOD representations are stored disjointly in memory. Since each detail level of the POP buffer reuses all data of lower detail levels, progressive loading becomes trivial: everything we need to do to refine our model is to push additional triangle data at the back of our buffer on the GPU. Furthermore, switching the LOD can be realized by adjusting a single parameter of the corresponding draw call, which just specifies the amount of rendered primitives from the beginning of the buffer.
It is worth noting that the vertex and triangle data in each set Q l can be freely sorted, according to the need of the application. Yet, sorting across the boundaries of sets is impossible. This limitation can result in reduced locality of the triangles in memory. We discuss the effects on framerate in Sec. 7.3. The practical aspects of progressive transmission and basic LOD management are discussed within the following sections 4 and 5.
Progressive Transmission
The greatest advantage of the proposed POP buffer is that it can be used for streaming applications in a very straightforward way: incoming vertices and triangles can simply be pushed to the back of the corresponding buffers.
At this point, the question arises how refinement of the quantization scheme is realized. One possibility would be to always explicitly update the quantized positions of all vertices in GPU memory, as soon as data from a new precision level is available. In that case, we would always only send the new bits for existing vertex positions, and all the currently used bits for new vertex positions. Nevertheless, this requires additional processing of incoming data, and additional GPU memory transfer. Such steps can be quite time-consuming, especially for larger models [MSGS11] . The situation is even worse if client devices with limited CPU power are used, and we also don't want our Web application to block user interaction during the decoding process (or to rely on multi-threading).
To overcome this limitations, we chose to always transmit the full-precision vertex positions, and to perform the quantization on-the-fly in a vertex shader during rendering. Obviously, this leaves some bits unused during early stages of transmission, but we found that the drawbacks of this method are clearly outweighed by its advantages, which are as follows:
• CPU-based decoding steps are completely avoided.
• GPU memory traffic is kept minimal.
• The POP buffer structures in GPU memory are stateless.
The last point has several interesting implications, especially for fast LOD selection and instanced rendering (see Section 5).
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the amount of vertices which are shared among the triangles is relatively small in the beginning, since the interlaced transmission scheme tends to spread non-degenerate triangles within each level over the mesh. Nevertheless, the fact that we do not explicitly merge collapsed vertices of the intermediate stages of the model has the great advantage that we do not need to manipulate the geometry or connectivity data at all, once it has been downloaded.
Dynamic LOD Control
Within this section, we describe how we select a matching LOD during runtime by using a bound on the geometric error, depending on the distance of each part to the view plane. Given the error bound, we explain how we avoid cracks along the partition's boundaries when rendering different sub-meshes of a large triangle mesh with individual LOD. 
Given this bound on the size of the error in world coordinates, we transform it to screen space, following the derivation of Hao and Varshney [HV01] . We assume quadratic pixels, an aspect ratio of one, a viewport of dimensions w × h, and field of view θ. We find the approximate size of one pixel projected into world coordinates at distance d to be
If we wish to hide geometric errors, we need to make sure that they are smaller than one pixel, i.e.
By this choice of level, there is no need for blending vertices at the transition between levels, while still avoiding popping artifacts.
Nevertheless, smaller shading errors may be visible, even with a guaranteed sub-pixel geometric error. The reason for this lies in the shifted vertex positions: although we are using the full-precision (e.g., 16 bit) normal information at each point, the normals are not adapted to fit with the surface normal at the new position of each vertex after quantization. Closing cracks between sub-meshes. We achieve crack-free borders by sorting a small number of protected vertices to the beginning of the vertex buffer.
discussion of attribute discontinuities in the work of Willmott [Wil11] ).
However, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , methods based on errorcontrolled edge collapses, like the one proposed by Garland and Heckbert [GH97] , can provide much better results with the same triangle budget. On densely tessellated flat surfaces, for instance, such algorithms are able to remove many triangles without a visible change, while keeping important details in other regions of the mesh. In contrast, using a fixed quantization grid instead leads to blocky appearance, and small features get lost at lower precision levels. Nevertheless, progressive methods based on edge collapses in turn lack almost all of the advantages of the proposed POP buffer structure (for instance, handling triangle soups, zero decode time and instanced rendering).
As for the normals, we are always using the full-precision texture coordinates. Errors arise in the form of stretched texture regions. However, by keeping the original texture coordinates at the quantized positions, we can already guarantee that texture coordinates are never mistakenly moved after simplification, which is especially important when using a texture atlas. We found that this simple and practical approach provided results of surprisingly good quality. An example is shown in Fig. 1 .
Mesh Partitioning and Crack Prevention
The appropriate LOD depends on the minimal distance d of an object. A large model, however, might span quite a large distance interval. This results in many vertices being quantized to a precision that is significantly higher than necessary. To prevent this, it is common to partition a mesh into several sub-meshes, and then computing an appropriate LOD for each sub-mesh independently. In our setting, we simply compute individual bounding boxes and then use the equations presented previously to bound the error for each sub-mesh.
A general problem that comes with mesh subdivision for LOD management are cracks in an originally closed surface [SM05, MSGS11] , occuring when boundary vertices of sub-meshes are mapped to different positions in world coordinates. A common solution is to use the same quanti- zation grid for each sub-mesh, along with roughly equally sized bounding boxes [SM05, LCL10] . However, we still encounter cracks in the mesh if the precision levels of adjacent sub-meshes differ, which can especially be visible when coarser levels are used during streaming.
To overcome this problem, we have decided to simply protect the positions of all vertices that are located at the borders the sub-meshes by always using the highest possible quantization level l = q. All protected vertices are flagged during preprocessing, and the computation of degenerate triangles consequently considers the high-precision coordinates for these vertices.
To identify protected vertices during rendering, we sort them to the beginning of the vertex buffer and provide their total number as an additional uniform variable in the vertex shader. Each rendered vertex can then simply check this number against its ID (e.g., the value of gl_VertexID, if available) to decide whether it should be displayed with the full precision of q bits. Fig. 7 illustrates the difference for a real-world example.
We note that the idea of protected vertices could also be used for other applications, for example preserving feature edges in a mesh. Nevertheless, this also decreases the amount of degenerate triangles at each level, and therefore limits the overall efficiency of the streaming process, which is why we decided to restrict this method to border vertices.
Instanced Rendering
A big advantage of the POP buffer is that it supports instanced rendering and streaming (unlike other progressive streaming and LOD techniques [SS97, Sva99, HSH09, MSGS11]). With the proposed method, each instance of a model only needs to manage a single integer value, representing its current level of detail. During rendering, we can then look up the number of primitives for this level and draw the corresponding number of elements from the POP buffer, using matching vertex shader settings for quantization (see Fig. 8 for an example).
It is worth noting that rendering a single geometry from dif- Table 1 : Encoding time, given in ms, for various models (input data quantization, reordering).
ferent view points during another rendering pass (for example, for obtaining a shadow map or a picking buffer) can be done in exactly the same way. Many applications, such as collision handling or picking, might therefore greatly benefit from this approach, too.
Results

Encoding
In many scenarios, the encoding of meshes into a specific format has to be performed at interactive rates [Wil11] . An example could be a Web-based platform where all users can upload 3D assets, which are then instantly processed on a server for instant online presentation. The proposed POP buffer structure fits this purpose very well, since even large meshes can be processed within a fraction of a second, as can be seen in Table 1 . Larger models have been previously subdivided. Our test machine was a MacBook Pro notebook with an i7 CPU, 2.4 GHz and 4 GB RAM, and we were able to reorganize triangle data into the proposed POP buffer structure at rates of up to 4 million triangles per second, using a sequential, CPU-based implementation.
As the fast labeling approach used by our method (see Section 3.3) is inherently parallel, we think that an optimized (e.g., GPU-based) implementation would achieve even faster run times.
Another interesting topic is how our algorithm relates to Streaming Meshes, as proposed by Isenburg and Lindstrom [IL05] . The method maximizes data coherency by reordering the mesh data, which allows mesh processing algorithms to be executed on out-of-core data volumes, in a sliding window fashion. The approach of reordering mesh data is quite similar to our method, but both algorithms rely on different criteria for reordering. While the final POP structure itself is therefore not compatible with their mesh format, we note that our encoding algorithm could also operate on a Streaming Mesh, in order to perform an efficient out-of-core construction of our proposed POP buffer structure.
Streaming
As a consequence of the interlaced triangle data transmission, the amount of new vertices is relatively high in the early levels, as also illustrated in Fig. 9 . Fortunately, this drawback is compensated by the relatively small amount of triangles within those levels, and it is only valid for indexed rendering. Fig. 1 as well as the accompanying video demonstrate that a first impression of the shape is already available for a small fraction of the total data.
As can be seen in the rightmost chart of Fig. 9 , the geometrical error vanishes quickly, since we are doubling the precision for each incoming batch of triangle data. Note that this chart does not represent an R-D curve, since it is independent from any encoding or compression scheme, which could be used at the cost of additional decode steps.
With the proposed approach, the time needed to decode data is always zero, therefore the time needed to download the levels is crucial. As the maximum precision level, we found q = 16 bits to provide a sufficient quality, therefore the bunny model, for example, has an uncompressed size of 34, 834 × (3 × 2) = 209, 004 bytes for the vertex positions. It furthermore needs 69, 451 × (3 × 2) = 416, 706 bytes for the connectivity, if 16 bit indices are used (like it is for example mandatory when using WebGL). In sum, the bunny mesh can hence be represented by 625, 710 bytes, and by some additional metadata (like the number of triangles within each level), which can be sent separately and has neglectable size.
Assuming that, for example, a common DSL connection with a bandwidth of 16,000 kbit/s is used, this means that the bunny mesh can be completely downloaded within 0.31 seconds. For any compression method, this means that it , also only reported a decompression rate of 122,000 triangles/s, using an i7 CPU and 2.8 GHz.
As can be seen, even in the raw, uncompressed format, our method is able to deliver the triangle data in a progressive manner within an acceptable amount of time. This is especially true if mobile client devices are used, where the decompression performance is usually expected to be much worse than for desktop machines [LCL10, LWS * 13].
Rendering
We have implemented the POP buffer in a lightweight, browser-based render client, solely relying on standard 3D Web technology, such as JavaScript and WebGL. This made it possible to easily test the efficieny of the POP buffer as a basic LOD method on different hardware platforms, including various WebGL-capable mobile devices (see Fig. 10 ).
Resulting frame rates for different triangle counts are given in Table 2 . On all devices, we can ensure smooth user interactions by instantly switching to a lower precision level during camera movements (see the accompanying video for a brief demonstration). As can be seen, the proposed method resulted in a significant speedup in rendering time, compared to regular vertex buffers without any LOD, on all tested platforms. It can furthermore be seen that the speedup proved by our experiments is not due to limited fragment shading costs at far distances, as similar results have been obtained for varying precision with a fixed camera position.
One could also suppose that the GPU's ability to filter out degenerate triangles before the fragment processing stage would make our LOD scheme less efficient, or even obsolete. However, we did not measure any significant speedup when using only quantization and always rendering the full buffer. The reason for this is that our application is vertex bound (a basic assumption for most LOD methods), and that degenerate triangles can only be identified after the vertex processing stage.
As already noted, our reordering method can be seen as an interlacing scheme, spreading the triangles of each refinement level over the whole mesh (see Fig. 4 ). This can potentially have a negative impact on the average cache miss ratio (ACMR) during rendering, and therefore also on the overall render performance. Optimizing for example the full Horse buffer is optimizing the different buffer segments, resulting in a higher ACMR from 2.15 to 1.31 for the several levels. Fig. 11 shows the ACMR for all levels of the Bunny model, reference values have been obtained by optimizing the entire snapshot of the model at each level separately.
In the theoretical case, render performance can be linearly dependent on the ACMR [SNB07] . Modern GPUs, however, process batches of vertex data in parallel and are less sensitive to data locality [Kil08] . We see this effect in our framerate measurements: the total reduction of the vertex count during rendering was found to be far more important than the influence of caching mechanisms. The performance loss due to increased cache miss rate is illustrated in Fig. 11 . The locked version of our POP buffer was using fixed precision levels (instead of true view-dependent LOD) to focus solely on cache miss performance during the comparison. As can bee seen, our findings indicate a loss of performance due reduced data locality of less than 20% on a modern GTX 670 GPU, and which is far better than the implied linear correlation with the ACMR.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that a uniform quantization in cartesian space, based on the truncation of integer coordinates, can also be regarded as the application of a simple vertex clustering scheme on a uniform grid. As a consequence, we find that degenerate triangles can be progressively sorted out at lower levels of detail, leading to a compact and progressive mesh representation -the POP buffer. This buffer consumes the same amount of GPU memory as the original mesh data, yet allows for progressive rendering with minimal computational overhead.
In summary, the proposed method has the following benefits:
• As the concept of quantization is independent from any assumptions about topology or manifoldness, the proposed method is able to handle arbitrary triangle soups.
• The mesh representation is obtained by simply reordering the input mesh data according to some straightforward criteria. As a consequence, even large meshes can be automatically converted at interactive rates.
• The resulting LOD representations are nested. As a consequence, mesh data can be transmitted over networks in a progressive manner.
• Streaming applications like Web apps can directly send downloaded sections of the POP buffer to GPU memory, without any CPU-based decoding steps. This is especially interesting for setups where the client's CPU power is a critical resource.
• The POP buffer is stateless, meaning that it is not manipulated at all when switching the LOD. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first progressive 3D mesh representation with this unique property, which helps to minimize GPU memory traffic and is also very useful in the context of instanced rendering.
• The POP buffer has exactly the same memory footprint as a regular single-rate buffer.
• The method presented in this paper can be easily implemented, even with WebGL or GPUs that have a very limited feature set, making the integration into existing pipelines very simple and attractive.
Still, the proposed method has some specific drawbacks compared to more specialized approaches:
• PM methods provide advanced data compression capabilities. They deliver superior results if the client has powerful hard-and software for decoding, and if the available bandwidth is rather low. However, PMs can not be efficiently used with multiple instances of a mesh, and adjusting (at least) the connectivity data during LOD management also introduces additional processing overhead .
• Discrete LOD methods provide better visual results and a more sophisticated handling of attributes without using more triangles. Still, they generally consume more memory than the proposed method and need much more time to generate the discrete LOD representations. Furthermore, they do not allow for progressive streaming.
• Since we perform a reordering of the input triangle data, which can only be cache-optimized per LOD section, our method stands in conflict with cache performance optimization schemes. However, our experiments suggest that the loss in cache hit rate is insignificant compared to the speedup of our LOD method, and that optimizations assuming a FIFO cache also become less relevant.
• The proposed method is unable to handle non-rigid mesh animations (e.g., such used for skinned character models).
Overall, we think that our method might be very useful for fast, progressive streaming in Web-based and mobile setups.
In the future, we plan to investigate compression schemes which could be applied on top of our approach. In this context, the relation between decompression speed and available transmission bandwidth seems the most important aspect.
